Dizzy Donkey
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Instructions

Act out crazy combinations in this fun family charades game! Use your acting skills to
collect the most cards before the donkey reaches the carrot in this hilariously funny game.

Quick Start
Turn over one
yellow and one blue
card. Choose an
action/feeling and
a character to act out.
Everyone tries to
guess what you are.

eating

• 1 playing board • 20 character cards • 20 action/feeling cards • 3 spin cards • 2 Dizzy Donkey cards
• 1 Dizzy Donkey playing piece • 1 character stand

Contents

Assemble the playing board and
insert the donkey playing piece
into the character stand.
Place it on the start
space.

Setting up the game
Mix up the cards and
spread them out with the
donkey heads facing up.
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Take two cards

The youngest player
starts by turning
over a yellow card
and a blue card.
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Act it out!

Dizzy Donkey

Choose a character from the blue card and an
action or feeling from the yellow card, then act
it out as your character!
You can speak and make a noise, as long as
you don’t say the words on the cards.
Younger players can perform simple actions
and noises, older players can really get into
character, see the examples below...
Ah harr mateys!
I’ve sailed my ship
to the North Pole...
brrr!

If they guess correctly, you keep your cards.
If they give up and can’t guess,
return the cards face down
to the table.

For a more ch
all
game, time ea enging
ch player
using the FR
EE
the Orchard Timer in
Toys App.*

Play passes to the next player.
Yawn!
I’ve been mending
my space station
all night!

Tired Astronaut!

hammering
a nail

Choose one yellow
and one blue card

sheep
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Dizzy Donkey cards
If you turn over a Dizzy Donkey card, everyone
shouts “EEYORE!” and makes their
hands into donkey ears!

For fun activities and to view our full range, visit:
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Return both cards to the table,
face down, and mix them up.
Then move the donkey
playing piece one space
along the board.
Play passes to the
next player.
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We pay attention to the little details and keep testing
until we get it right! This means that when your child
is playing an Orchard Toys game or piecing together
one of our jigsaw puzzles you can rest assured that
they are learning whilst having fun!

rowing a boat

For younger players

The winner

The winner is the player
with the most cards once
the donkey reaches the
carrots at the end of the
playing board.

Younger players
can use the cards for a
simple action activity where
they choose one card and
perform the action or character.

the
The longer ues,
game continu will
the more yo yore!
Spin and Ee

*No internet connection required once installed. No in-app purchases or registration required. For support email app@orchardtoys.com.
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Doodle
Donkey
You will need a
pencil and some
paper.
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More ways to play

S pin

Working with teachers, nursery professionals and
children, we ensure that every game and jigsaw we
make enhances learning and development.
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While they do this,
return both cards
face down to the
table and mix
them up.
Play passes to the
next player.
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The winner is the player
with the most cards when
the donkey reaches the carrots.

rowing a boat
pirate

itchy

If you turn over a spin
card, all other players
stand up and spin
around once.
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At Orchard Toys we have been supporting parents
and children for 50 years with our range of quality,
educational games and jigsaws.
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Spin cards
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Cold Pirate!

All other players must try to guess your
character and action/feeling.

zomb

If you turn over a Dizzy
Donkey card, move the
donkey one space.

Don’t show
anyone what
is on the
other side!
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Play as before
but, instead of
acting, draw a
picture on the
piece of paper!

Describe it Donkey
You will need your imagination.
Play as before but, instead of
acting, describe the character,
action or feeling without saying
any of the words on the cards!

This perso
drives a rocket n
through space to and zooms
have been flying the moon. They
all
this way becaus night so feel
e they haven’t
had much sleep
.

Talk about feelings
Choose a character and a feeling from each card and talk
about why that character might be feeling that way. Is the
monkey sad because someone ate her bananas? Maybe the
king is worried because he has lost his crown. Perhaps the
astronaut is tired because they have been flying to the moon.

